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FORMER EDUCATOR SETS OUT TO REDISCOVER AMERICA IN

 “TRAVELS WITH STEINBECK”

Peripatetic Writer Retraces Steinbeck’s Original 1960 Journey

What are Americans like today?  In a quest to “rediscover this monster land” – and find the answer to this

enduring question --  a retired teacher and school administrator has embarked on an ambitious 11,000-mile

journey retracing the famous odyssey chronicled by John Steinbeck in his classic travelogue, Travels with

Charley.

In his legendary 1960 journey, Steinbeck traveled the country – writing about his impressions in his now

beloved  book Travels With Charley -- during a three-month tour in a truck that led him through forty

American states. Steinbeck completed his book in 1961, and it became one of the largest commercial

successes of his career.

To commemorate the upcoming 50th anniversary of Steinbeck’s storied cross country journey, Greg Zeigler,

who makes his permanent residence in Jackson Hole, WY,  has parlayed both his educational background

and writing prowess into Travels with Steinbeck: in Search of American 50 Years Later,

(www.travelswithsteinbeck.wordpress.com) a blog and forthcoming book.  “Next year marks the 50th

anniversary of Steinbeck’s trip,” Zeigler explains. “In fact, I left Sag Harbor on Long Island 49 years to the

day that Steinbeck departed that same city.”

Closely following Steinbeck’s original journey, Zeigler, manning a Toyota 4Runner with a tiny sixteen-foot

long Airstream Bambi Trailer, is currently in the midst of driving and camping across the country, visiting

the same cities as Steinbeck did in 1960 -- from Caribou, Maine to Missoula, Montana to Beaumont, Texas,

though not in the same exact order.

While Steinbeck travelled with his standard poodle Charley, Zeigler is on the move with his fearless Maltese,

Max. One key difference between the peripatetic pair: Zeigler is sharing his insights with youngsters of all

ages – at school presentations and educational forums along the way. In fact, Greg, with sidekick Max, has



spoken to over 800 students about Steinbeck, Travels with Charley and his adventures since he embarked on

his journey earlier this fall.

According to Zeigler, his purpose is to follow in Steinbeck’s tracks, to stand where he stood,

imagine what he saw and determine what Americans are like today. “Steinbeck distilled his

purpose for his journey for Travels with Charley down to one simple question: what are

Americans like today?” Zeigler explained.    “It is my goal to answer that question as well, and

by closely following Steinbeck’s roadmap, ideally I can offer a fresh perspective on America.

I’m not so interested in how things have changed: computers, cell phones and the ubiquitous

purveyors of designer coffee, but how we as Americans are different than we were 50 years ago

— that is the fundamental question I want to answer.”

While traversing the U.S., Zeigler delves into issues that reflect Steinbeck’s interests, as well as examining

attitudes toward the Obama administration, social issues and responses to the widespread economic

downturn.   Ultimately, he says, “I’ll draw parallels to the 1930s as depicted in Grapes of Wrath, and the

1960s as described in Steinbeck’s two final works of nonfiction, Travels with Charley and America and

Americans.  My  “travel blog” will detail the many landmarks that Steinbeck described, and also feature

interviews with colorful contemporary folks.”

Like Travels with Charley, the entertainment value of Zeigler’s blog relies primarily on elements of

adventure and discovery inherent in travel -- combined with the intrinsic humor of a basic story about a man

and his dog.


